[Fanboy] wrote:

But also trans kids don't have the legal right to transition before 18 in America. By that time we have grown into bearded men and it's irreversible. This causes suicidal depression.

Look to the enarie of scythia, hermaphroditus, tiresias, cinaedus, gallia, asushunamir, argr shaman, Seidr of njord and freyja, uvual, Bahuchara, artemis's eunuch high priestess in ephesians, Hecates eunuchs in lagina.

In passionate inanna the high priestess writes "To destroy, to create, to tear out, to establish are yours, Inanna. / To turn a man into a woman and a woman into a man are yours, Inanna."

It is said the androgyne were born from the moon, they would climb olympus and challenge the Gods, it was said they had extreme audacity and a temper, and that once they were separated they would spend no time eating or drinking or sleeping, but instead desperately trying to reunite their male and female half or die trying. It is sad and utterly accurate.

It's okay to be trans, it doesn't make you jewish.

While being a "trans" doesn't automatically make you into a jew, to promote the same dialectics about the subject that the jews have authored, makes one a jew in itself.

What you do with yourself and your body, is your own choice. How you eat, have sex, define your sexuality, is your own choice. With all the outcomes this entails with it.
Regardless, all of what is written about the "Gods", oftentimes written by Feminist and other "Academics" that want to create claims about "Transgenderism" or confusion about "GBLT", is nothing but spiritual allegories, which some people choose to take in in this way to feel justified in their decisions.

In the past, none of this jargon writing was necessary. People were understood for what they were. People behaved normally, and there was no need for a "Month" in which we will see children twerking in trucks dressed in jeans, or in strip clubs being thrown dollars on them. None of this ever existed before, nor what led us there [Christianity] existed before.

With the advent of Christianity/Judaism and its binding, a lot of people were repressed. This repression, was a rife ground for the jews to promote many of their subterranean plans on confused and repressed people.

In the Ancient World, there was no "not acceptance" or "intolerance", and therefore, there was no need to go into these great lengths as we "go" today, with all the unhealthy extremes these bring with them.

Ancient people were also healthier, and would accept things as they came without the need of an exclusive month of worshiping dildos on trucks. They were not running billions of dollars of campaigns to convince people that they are trans, genderless, or whatever else among other pus infested mind constructs people are enforced to harbor nowadays.

Therefore, for the Ancients, grossly misrepresenting their own mythology and myths, were not necessary acts for them to "advocate" about severe self acceptance hangups they had, because, they primarily, accepted themselves and others more.

Mythology, cannot be used as a substitution for the morbid insanities of our present day era, unless one of course, is a jew on a mission to confuse.

If I decided I am to befriend a crocodile that might eat me, that should not be ascribed to Sobek and some myth about "being eaten by Sobek". Likewise, every statement in the myths, has nothing to do with literal information.

Another example, say that I am a crazy scientists that wants to do breeding between bulls and human beings. If I was a kike, I would use the existence of Centaurs in Ancient Greeks, to claim that they did Genetic Engineering and other nonsense, to justify my insanity. This subject is no different than this, holding the same underlying thought process which is not only gross, but Jewish.
The same dialectic of making spiritual information sound "Literal", is what the jews are doing with all of our myths, creating perpetual confusion. This confusion and lying is so high, that certain terms have been fully perverted.

In Ancient Greek, the "eros" means love, but it also means "when the minds come in contact". In Ancient Greece, there was a form of a relation between males or females [same gender] that was called "Pederasty", who had to do with growing children's minds by teaching them of the divine subjects and to teach them to be attracted to the divine, no different than schools should be doing today, or were doing in all Pagan cultures.

The above, had nothing to do with sexuality, any more than today teachers are older than the taught children. All of this, came from the mistranslation of two words, one being "Eromenos", which means "The one who goes toward" and "Erastes" which means "The one on whom another is moving toward". From the root word "Er", we also have the word for "Ermes" that deals with the mind and the connection of the mind.

Similar forms of relations of friendship and teaching, clearly take place in civilization, military and so on, but the jews could care less about common sense, as they found out some strange loophole to promote more biblical and jewish hoaxes in that regard. In the Military, for example, the older generals teach the younger generals, and the older generals have relations with the younger - the list goes.

Jews, purposefully mistranslated and liberalized the above, saying that the Ancient Greeks practiced institutionalized "teenage - old people" relationships, same as they say that in Sodom and Gommorah people were having sex with sheep and goats, and horses, on a daily basis.

After they did the above, we know the rest of it and how it escalated. The lies kept piling up with centuries, and now we are where we are. Jews didn't leave the situation to its own fate however, and would attack further, using this mistranslation that they KNOW was the case to later justify further abominations with many "arguments", such as NAMBLA and other doomsday deserving "organizations" to destroy society.

NAMBLA of course, has nothing got to do with anything even describe above, they are literal ghouls that run around trying to force themselves to legitimize "pedophilia" all the way even to infants. When normal people see these things, they rightfully go insane, as all of these are unnatural. Jews promote these, to make our civilizations implode or harm them.
These events, never occurred, or were condoned, and were always looked upon as insanity, but the jews promote these strongly now, stronger than ever. Endless abominations were written, and we can count on the jews to write endless abominations ad infinitum in regards to all of this.

The so called "Scientific" community promoted these lies, which later were adopted by all sorts of criminal pedophiles. The same situation occurred in the rather unstable "Trans" community, which the jews were trying for decades to feed something to make them part of the same dialectic as they did with the "Pedos".

The same overlapping lies were done for everything in history, in order for the jews to create lies and defamation for the Ancient Cultures. They knew, after all, that nobody was going to open up a dictionary or have any understanding from the "Goyim Animal Cattle" and that the Gentiles, who lacked in education and were taught to hate their own culture, had adopted a wrong perception of it that was created by the jews.

Similarly, jewish and other "thinkers", in need to justify moral decadent things of the present world and in particular, doings of the United States, perverted copiously a lot of things such as "Hermaphroditism", "Androgyny" and other terms, are "Literal".

The Male and Female Soul are aspects of the Ida and the Pigala, and not the physical body beings turned into another form. The so called "Androgynous" allegories are about union of the soul, and have nothing whatsoever to do with your physical form, or what you choose to wear, or anything like this.

There are allegories where Inanna transforms people into animals and so on, and all of this is allegory. This is not to justify the Furries movement, but of course, a jew might discourse about these as we are very used to this.

None of the myths about Tiresias, Hermaphroditus, and all of this, have to do with getting strange surgeries on yourself, one's feelings about one's "Gender", or adopting a so called "identity". Adopt whatever identity that you want, but the Gods can stay out of this.

These are myths about spiritual allegories and certain spiritual attainments, they are not justification for wearing or not wearing a wig, or choosing to live your life in a specific way.

The stories about the "severing of the Androgynai" is part of Platonic Myth about how the parts of the soul are divided through the process of incarnation, which is
a law of the universe, and nothing else.

The rest in regards of this are actually English perversions that were borne out with the interest of a specific type of people, that projected their own vain pursuits towards the Gods, with aggressive temper and because they were not loyal to their own decisions. These have nothing to do with all what you write.

You are free to be whatever you want and consider, but the whole gross destruction of every Pagan and Mythology story to justify your choices, is not helping anywhere, and it's what the jews do in order to justify what they promote as "Unjustifiable", ie, for trans people to exist.

It's not unjustifiable, you do what you want and be who you want to be. It's unjustifiable to destroy all of Pagan culture just to justify yourself behaving in a certain way. Inanna didn't change people from male to female in Dr. Shekelstein's bed. All of this is spiritual allegory for activating the male and female parts of the brain and soul.

The activation of both in unison, is a code for the word "Androgynai", which is also a word for the living families and couples that have children with normal marital union in the real world, ie, family.

Using all of this as a justification for promoting these things, is subversive, and is borne out of the jews. Higher culture for this reason is wrong and nonsensical to be destroyed, but it keeps happening anyway, not only because of gross mistranslated from America, but because every "need" the infinite need and hangup generating populace might have, has to be "justified in the abominations of the Gentiles", which is why the Jews are doing by grossly misrepresenting our mythology and religions.

If you want to be accepted, then you must at least say the truth and own your decisions. It's not because of some allegory you chose to pervert for no reason. Do not do what the jews do.

[sublimesatanist] wrote:
Hey everyone,

I know that Jews have a strange way of infiltrating and corrupting symbols and I'm starting to wonder if the marriage of male/female (in spirituality, like with the Baphomet) is one of them. They make us worship idols that are evermore clearly transgendered.
Another part of this I feel is to make women appear more manly/strong, which is something that isn't very practical when comparing ourselves to silicone-laden men. I'm not a woman but it angers me that women being subjected to unrealistic standards like this. It's a vile method of using subliminal messaging to further decrease self esteem in women.

Transgenderism is blatantly 100% contrived. On top of this, our children are being brainwashed and groomed for a shallow and corrupted life of becoming something they're not in order to fill the many voids that they naturally experience. It's also unmistakable that suicide and depression rates in transgendered people is higher than any other social/cultural group.

These are things all of you here already know. Still, I have a difficult time wrapping my head around this topic. Specifically I cannot fathom why the jews have such an infatuation with hermaphrodites. Could my above theory perhaps hold water? One pitfall to this is why then is it almost exclusively M to F and gay men in terms of celebrities, while it's about equal (M/F & F/M) in children? They dress girls up to look like boys for modelling and they dress boys up to look like girls/young women, also for modelling/advertising. They've done this for years. I'm not any kind of know-it-all by any stretch of the imagination but we do the best we can. At some point I think I have to except that these people are literally psychopaths and not everything they do will have a clear and definitive purpose to us sane people. That being said, so much of what they do is extremely complex and planned.

Transgenderism and all of this, is a perversion from occult teachings through gross externalizing of them. What occurs socially is a situation of living humans and their choices, not of anything much else.

Jews couldn't lose an opportunity to slide everyone into yet another meaningless avenue for once more, by causing social division and hate.

Regardless, they will push it for social disunity, causing people complications, and pretending they support the transgenders while they authored the culture that preached their execution among many other people.
Plus, it pays handsomely to engage people into these lifestyles, especially if they opt in for doing operations all the time. It pays well for the jew to spend a decade on end, just looking for a lip filler or something, and spending all of one's existence on these matters.

They know this will create social unrest by using them as a militant battalion on the pretext they have "no rights" while they have same rights as everyone else, using them and keep making them militant by telling them they are not accepted while all their needs are met etc etc.

Of course, as far as jews are concerned, no tolerance is to be practiced against these people, and their execution is something they consider normal for a long time. Jews preach execution and denial of all this, because they know what a bothersome and time wasting issue all of this is to have socially.

Pedo and all of these exaggerated forces the jews promote, are part of this. Jews knew Pagans had no acceptance problems in adult sexuality with consent, but they pretend like everyone does, to promote insanity in the populace and make these people feel offended, moving everyone into insanity.

When they feel like this, they promote them to full fledged degeneracy and social destruction for literally no reason.

The brain of the jew is very simple on these matters. If it does damage, cause chaos and disunity, and generally affects negatively everyone involved, they will promote it. If it's a waste of everyone's time, they will promote it, and if they make shekels while they are at it, they will promote it on full force.

It also all comes at the "extra benefit" of many people running back to Christianity, so to promote all of these lies and force them, is a Win-Win situation for the jews, who as a result, full fledged and full force promote these things now more than ever.

[Nimrod33] wrote:

…

Similarly, it also reminds me how Survive the Jive, in one of his latest videos, attempted to push a false narrative according to which our Ancestors "practiced sex with horses before doing a blood sacrifice with them". What a disgusting sellout!

…
That's a common level of retardation in many "researchers". The "love of the horse" is about working on certain aspects of a soul.

The part of the mind that has to do with the logic, is symbolized with a white horse, for example. The unity with the horse, has to do with activating latent aspects of the mind before Ritual.

But that is probably too far for certain people who claim to be "Pagan" to understand. In this case, I will leave these people to horse-fucking.

Survive the Jive can however have anal sex with a horse if he is that horny [since it's such an Ancestral thing of him to do based on these crazy claims], but he shouldn't credit this to Mythological allegories of his ancestors, since they didn't do that nor human sacrifice either.

The Gods or one's ancestors should not be credited with desires to have sex with horses or whatever. This full on tier slander is really blasphemous against one's Ancestors and the Gods.